
“We’re a Sportsmen’s Advocacy 
Group”





The Fact Is, Wolves are migrating into 
Colorado! 

• And most likely have been the 
past two decades. 

• Confirmed sightings and kills, 
2004, 2007, 2009 and 2015.



USFS Pic from the  Flat Tops
2015



Wolf killed in Kremmling 2015



2016 Interview with Robin Williams
Encounter with Alpha Male, Female and Pups 



Endangered Species Act
of 1973

• Wolves Migrating into Colorado are Federally 
protected.

• But an introduction of wolves into Colorado is 
prohibited by two document.

• Gov. Hickenlooper: Four Corners Agreement

• CPW Commission Resolution: No Introduction

• Is the Wolf endangered?  No!









Apex Predator



The Wolf is a Vector of Disease. 



The disease is transmitted
through the wolf’s feces



Washington State University



Research Verifies



CSU Verifies



CSU Findings



CSU Findings



Human Hydatid Disease: A Warning to 
Trappers and Hunters

By Tom Remington



From Remington’s Report

• Once ingested this larvae develops from the egg 
stage, penetrates the intestinal walls, and moves 
into the capillary beds (liver, lungs & brain) where 
they develop into large cysts full of tiny 
tapeworm heads. It settles there and turns into a 
bladder-like structure called a hydatid cyst. The 
cysts eventually kill the infected animals 
(humans) unless diagnosed and removed 
surgically. It has been reported that in Alaska 
alone, over 300 cases have been reported in 
humans as a result of canines (primarily wolves) 
contaminating the landscape. Prevalence? 





Idaho State Legislature
House Bill 343



Bill States

• As a result of all the above, the legislature finds that 
public safety has been compromised, economic 
activity has 

• been disrupted and private and public property 
continue to be imperiled. The 

• uncontrolled proliferation of imported wolves on 
private land has produced 

a clear and present danger to humans, their pets and 
livestock, 



Montana Legislature



Apex Predator



The Wolf just doesn’t 
kill for food  



Siddoway Sheep Company of Idaho
174 Sheep Killed in one night.



Wolves Attack Cattle



Wolves Kill Pets



Oregon Cattlemen vote to sue





Wolves Attack Wildlife



But Unmanaged Wolves
can devastate Wildlife populations



Colorado now has a 
Wolf Conservation Area





The wolf is migrating into Colorado!
The Counties, Our Legislature and the Governor

Must protect the Health and Safety of the citizens



Protection Starts With Action

• Every County Commissioner takes an oath to 
defend the Constitution.

• Every County Commission is responsible for 
the health and safety of it’s county.

• Every County Commission needs to put forth a 
Wolf resolution declaring the wolf is a clear 
and present danger to humans, their pets and 
livestock. 



Rocky Mt. Wolf Project

• Wants 500 wolves introduced into Western 
Colorado!

• They are traveling the state presenting that 
Colorado needs Wolves to manage our Elk and 
Deer populations and restore our Habitats.

• They don’t tell you the TRUTH about the Wolf!





Come hear the Truth About the 
Wolf!

Thank You!


